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Environmental Laboratory

In the year when Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first humans to walk on the moon, Carol 
Tunick walked into Wilks Scientific Corporation for the first time. In 1969, the company manufactured a 
range of spectroscopy products and little did Carol know that her career would be inextricably linked 
to this technology for the next 45 years.
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In today’s Google-centric world 
potential customers mostly only 
find what they are looking for, 
and not necessarily what they 
are not looking for. That might 
sound odd, but if you read a 
magazine, or visit a trade show, 
you see things that you didn’t 
expect, you meet people that you 
didn’t know, and you find things 
that you weren’t looking for. 

  - Carol Tunick

The early 1970s represented 
a tough time for American 
women in the workplace; 
average wages were around 
half of those for the male 
population and career advice 
often focused on secretarial 
training. However, the 
perception of women in 
society was changing, albeit 
slowly. Instead of focusing 
purely on housewives, the 
media had begun to depict 
businesswomen in programmes 
such as The Mary Tyler Moore 

Show, and in politics, Isabel 
Martinez de Peron was elected the first woman President of 
Argentina in 1974, and Margaret Thatcher, a grocer’s daughter, 
was elected as the first woman Prime Minister of the United 
Kingdom in 1979.

At Wilks Scientific, Carol soon became Product Manager for 
Infrared Sampling and Handling Accessories, and this necessitated 
regular visits to trade shows. However, such events were still 
largely the preserve of men and Carol has vivid memories of 
one particular American Chemical Society (ACS) Meeting near 
Chicago. “I had finished setting up the booth and was sitting 
in the hotel coffee shop,” she explains, “when a gentleman sat 
down next to me and asked what I was doing.  I explained that 
I was exhibiting our products at the show, and he then asked if 
I was a model.  Slightly affronted, I informed him that I was in 
fact a Product Manager.” At this point, one might have expected 
the man to have realised his mistake and to have apologised. 
However, as Carol continues: “He had difficulty accepting that I 
was a businesswoman and informed me that ‘a woman’s place is 
in the home’ and if I were his wife, he would never allow this! In 
response, I got up, paid for my coffee, and told him: ‘In that case, 
it’s a very good thing I am not your wife!’”

Thankfully Carol has had the good fortune to meet many more 
enlightened men than the unfortunate coffee shop misogynist. 
The late Paul Wilks, for example, founder of Wilks Scientific and 
subsequently Wilks Enterprise, did not suffer from any gender bias 
or stereotyping and was instrumental in Carol’s successful career. 
Others such as Michael Pattison, the Publisher of International 
LabMate, and Keith Golding the founder of Quantitech in the 
UK, have worked with Carol for many decades and join the 
voluminous ranks of those that wish her well in her retirement. 

Wilks Scientific was sold to The Foxboro Company in 1977 and 
Carol became Marketing Communications Manager for their 
newly formed Analytical Division for which Wilks Enterprise was 
the first of several acquisitions.  She later became Marketing 
Communications Manager for Foxboro’s Laboratory and 
Environmental Products. At this time, occupational safety and 
environmental regulations were driving the growth of the 
environmental instrumentation market and products such as the 

MIRAN gas analyser became extremely successful.

In 1990 the Foxboro operations in Connecticut were moved 
to Bridgewater in Massachusetts, so  Carol left the business to 
launch her own marketing communications consulting firm – 
Carol Tunick Associates – which was based in Norwalk, CT  and 
assisted various small and medium-sized clients in the industrial 
marketplace (primarily environmental) with their marketing, 
advertising, and sales promotion activities. However in 1995, 
returning once more to spectroscopy, she became one of the 
founding members of Wilks Enterprise, Inc. with Paul Wilks. As 
Vice President and Secretary of the Corporation, Carol handled 
administrative, financial, and marketing/sales activities, both 
domestically and internationally.

Wilks Enterprise developed a range of application-specific mid-
infrared analytical instruments for qualitative and quantitative 
measurements. Designed for use by both technical and non-
technical staff, the Wilks analysers and spectrometers were 
employed both in the laboratory and in the field, in markets such 
as biofuels, petrochemical, environmental, quality control and 
manufacturing industries. After nineteen hugely successful years, 
Wilks Enterprise was sold to Spectro Scientific, Inc. in October 
2013 and Carol remained as Vice President for the Wilks products 
until her retirement in August 2014.

Looking back over a long career in instrumentation, Carol says: 
“There have been seismic changes in the market since those early 
days when we judged the success of our marketing initiatives 
by the size of the pile of ‘bingo’ reply cards that we received. 
Today, customers can expect a much faster response; the internet 
has enabled lightning fast communications and a wealth of 
information is now available 24/7.

“The internet has also affected trade shows.  There was a time when 
companies geared their product launches around major shows and 
if you wanted to stay up to date and see what’s new, you needed 
to attend these events.  Today, this information is simply a click or 
two away and more companies are now putting on Webinars to 
introduce new products and to train sales representatives, service 
engineers and customers. However, in today’s Google-centric world 
potential customers mostly only find what they are looking for, and 
not necessarily what they are not looking for. That might sound odd, 
but if you read a magazine, or visit a trade show, you see things that 
you didn’t expect, you meet people that you didn’t know, and you 
find things that you weren’t looking for.

“So, with the benefit of hindsight, if I can give a word of advice to 
the newcomers in our industry, it would be to remember that people 
do business with people; the users of instrumentation need to trust 
their suppliers, so face to face interaction is vitally important. Sure, 
the internet has radically improved the capability of manufacturers to 
spread their messages to the farthest corners of the globe. The speed 
and effectiveness of marketing communications has meant that even 
the smallest of companies can compete globally, but at the end of 
the day, long-term success is about building relationships and I, for 
one, am extremely grateful for the friends that I have been fortunate 
enough to have made since I first discovered the effects of light on 
different chemical compounds.”

Carol Tunick – 45 Years in Spectroscopy 

Carol Tunick
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BOTTOM ROW (left to right):
Joel Johnson (Pioneer), Ken Konrad (Intak), Dorothy Harms (Raeco), Tom Frauenhofer (Eirtech), Mary Lynn 
Watson (Eirtech), Bill Stabell (Foxboro), Ted Finucana (Hi-Tech), Gladys Finucane (Hi—Tech), Ron Ekstrom 
(Raeco), Ed Nobrega (Foxboro), Gerry Flanagan (EDC), Gina Cheetham (On-Site).

SECOND ROW (left to right):
Donald Dickey (Delta), Stan Dolin (Foxboro), Curt Fauth (Foxboro), Fred Tippett (Foxboro), Carol Tunick 
(Foxboro), John Foxton (Eirtech), Allen Bickel (Foxboro), Sam Lanasa (Cascade), Keith Golding (Quantitech - 
U.K.), Raymond Lindeen (Houston Analytical), Eileen Maloney (Foxboro).

THIRD ROW (left to right):
Larry Bell (Bell & Assoc.), Warren McGowan (Smith & Denison), Bill Hill (Hiltech), Steve Day (Foxboro), Ed Green 
(ETA), Ron Kleinschmidt (Raeco), Dave Keifer (Newcomb Assoc.), Gil Cossette (Nortech), Wally Ekstrom (Raeco), 
Susan Dempster (Foxboro), Bob Warnick (ETA).

TOP ROW (left to right):
Paul Jacobetz (Foxboro), Murray Ward (Extech), Klaus Elsaesser (Nortech), Steve Creech (Smith & Denison), Larry 
Cheetham (On-Site), Mike Clark (Clark Tech), John Mcstravick (Foxboro), Steve Williams (Applied Safety), Paul 
Frauenhofer (Eirtech).

New GC 
Autosampler with 
Special Pricing and 
Free PC Offer

Falcon Analytical (USA), makers of the 
ultrafast, ultra-user-friendly, highly durable, 
practical, reliable and economical Calidus 
GCTM are now offering their own advanced LSI 
autosampler: the Palarus GC Autosampler.

The PALARUS offers many outstanding technical 
and performance features, including: servo 
motor drive; simultaneous x-y movement; fast, 
software programmed injection; Ethernet or USB 
connection; internal PAL BUS with Windows; 
HiDef hand control or virtual PC terminal; and 
324 vial capacity.

Falcon Analytical is offering special introductory 
pricing for the new PALARUS Autosampler when 
purchased with the Calidus GC. And Falcon will 
supply a Dell OptiPlex 3011 all-in-one PC, with 
all the software needed to operate the Calidus-
Palarus system, at no additional cost. Special 
pricing and free PC details are available by 
contacting Falcon or any Falcon Representative.

John Crandall, President of Falcon Analytical 
described the new Palarus autosampler as “a 
significant and very timely addition to the Falcon 
line.”

“Automated sampling is far faster and much 
more accurate. The Palarus will allow us to offer 
an autosampler that is already configured to 
be an integrated companion to our ultrafast 
Calidus GC. The combined system will be a huge 
efficiency boost to the user,” Crandall said.

The Calidus-Palarus special introductory pricing 
- free PC offer is available on all new orders 
placed by November 30, 2014, according to 
Crandall, and customers who have already 
received Calidus quotes can still take advantage 
of the offer if they elect to add the Palarus 
Autosampler to their order.
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This book is available in Hard Copy or online at www.essentialenvironment.org.uk

Essential Environment is the
comprehensive guide to UK and EU
environmental protection legislation.

Topics covered include:

• Industrial Pollution Control
• Air Quality and Air Pollution, Climate Change,
Transport Pollution

• Environmental and Neighbourhood Noise,
Statutory Nuisance

• Local Environmental Quality
• Waste Management, Land Quality, Contaminated Land
• Water Pollution, Marine Pollution, Pesticides and Agricultural Pollution
• Sustainable Development, Land Use Planning.
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Faster Pesticide Analysis with Positive/ 
Negative Switching LC-MS/MS Demonstrated 

Bruker (USA) has demonstrated a faster method for pesticide analysis in food using the EVOQ Elite triple 
quadrupole chromatography mass spectrometer (LC-MS/MS) in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) 
mode.  Quality control (QC) laboratories around the world are facing increasing strain due to the growing 
variety and volume of pesticides being used. This means that QC labs are in need of analysis methods that 
reduce the analytical cycle time while delivering enhanced sensitivity, reliability and robustness. Using the 
EVOQ Elite, Bruker has shown how positive and negative ion switching is considerably faster than separate 
positive-negative quantification methods.

The study explores how recent developments in LC-MS/MS technology are helping QC laboratories 
throughout the world meet increasing regulatory demands and productivity targets. The EVOQ Elite was 
used to quantify 250 pesticide compounds in apple, cranberry, orange, grape and vegetable juice. A single 
method performed automatic negative and positive ion switching for over 500 MRM transitions in just 18 

minutes. The EVOQ Elite delivered excellent sensitivity and linearity for the 500 MRM transitions, while demonstrating superior robustness.

Joe Anacleto, VP Applied Markets, explained that “The Compound Based Scanning (CBS) software enables the simultaneous analysis of positively 
and negatively charged species and simplifies method development, thus shortening analysis times and making it ideal for any lab conducting high 
throughput quantitative analysis.” Anacleto went on to say, “The EVOQ Elite’s exceptional sensitivity is delivered by hardware developments such as 
the Active Exhaust and IQ dual ion funnel system, offering the complete pesticide testing solution.” 
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